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↳time:Sez(A)=A-spanSh= (6-7, y =(98),x=fodly
⑰alg. closed field ofchar. zero)irreducible

Classification thin for finite. dim. Sl2(f)-repus
e

Foreach integer m30 there is
a unique isomorphism

class of irreducible sec(s)-modules V with dimV=mxl.

This irreducible module has a basis vo Y, Ve... Um

such thathvi=
(m-2i)vi

yVi
=(ix)Vit (Vm+ =0) (ofweightmy

xVi
=(m- i +1) vi-(v-

=0 ⑰

The vector Vo (or any nonzero scalar multiple) is a highestweight
vector
-

weightvectors- eigenvectors for h, weights it eigenvalues for h



Importantpicture ofirred. Sez(A) -module:

v
=Xmkan .. N-mtr X-m

(where Xm-zi
deA Vi 3

V I Um-z*Un-ne...V-mM
- - - -
X X X X

↑ ↑~
each subspace-is
eigenspace for hwith
eigenvalues

m, m-2.,-m



LetL be a nonzero,*decomposition finite dim. Semisimple Lie algo

Asubalgebra ASL is tal ifevery XeH

has X =xs and Xn =0, where X
=xs+Xn

is the abstract Jordan decomp. ofX:xs,Anth

are the unique elems with X =xs +Xn

ads diagonalizable (+LEad X2 hilpotent

LabXs,abXn7 =0

I,e, every elementof itis semisimple.



Thm @ Any toral subalgebra It is abelian ((A,A7 =0)

⑥ Any maximal Faral subalgebra l is self-centralizing
(H =G(t)

*[X-L)(x,h) =0vheH3)

⑥ The killing farm ofL, given by ((X,Y)=traceladxaby),
restricts to anondegenerate form on H
ifit is maximal taral subalgebra

Given a maximal teral subalgebra ASL, the corresponding rootspace

decomposition is L=A** La where
-

-

*

is a finite subsetof A*, **** (XeL1(h,x7 =a(L)X04SH]
04since H =L0. existence ofthis decomp is consequence of a

call in a raypace and asa root



*Suppose L
=sly(A) =3x3 traceless matrices

For a maximal tonal subalgebra, take
A = [(87/atbic=oy

Let 3::H + A byEi (M) =Mii (diagonal entryin now i)

Each sieH*, but E,62, Es are nota basis as dimA*=2.

Then we have a (7:=:7-1:=((,)
=(-b)(= ==7 -(9,-x)(b)) (===)

L =A*(01010/2??)**/8) e (iol000
000
e e en u

- La,-az -24- E
=

La,- Es -Las -d
①(A/

008 010
7

L is defined for anyaeA*e ne

butmaybe zero=

LE- Es -23 - 22

we have I =(;-5;) 151,553, i4j3



Recall we have arootspace decomp

7 =H** for finite setCH*10
with La =(xx(((2,x) =a(h)x vneH]

Because (1xxx is nondegenerate, for each deH*, there is
a unique elementto

4H such that x(h) =((a,h) VheH.

analityproperties of5 (this set is del'd byH)
otherwise, there is some of hell with ach)=0fate

⑨ A* =F-span (xe83 =*,+ and then [h,L17=<(h) (c =0 V=8 and also

(hit =0 = (h,27 =0= 0 (n =2(L) =0

& Ifa then -e [cadiction]
bya prop last time, (2(2,4)

=0 if aied and do, and (2 Katt) =0. So it 2+, -24t

then itwould
follow that((L2,2)

=0, contradicting nondegeneracy of 32.

& If xe,xea,el_athen
(xi) =(X)ta

Ifhell then ((h,(x,r))
=(((h,x7,4) =a(h)((X,i)

=x(+x,h)x(x,y)

= ((h,k(x,y) +x) =(x(n,(x,i) - ((x,y)+z)
=0 vheH= (xii) = (x(x,y)t> by

non degeneracyof K/AxA



⑰If L
=sly((5) where every roothas form a

=9i -2; (ii)
I matrixwith 1 in position (iis)

and everyrootspace is Lai-2s=#Eij
0 elsewhere

itfollows that -aire;it is,eri)=i)Eii-(ii)m

follows from
This works if= Shn(A) for any n.

computations like in HW2
-

eerties ofrootspace decomposition:

⑥ Ifx +6 then (24,2-a]=-spandta FO

justneed to show (a, 2-a] to given e. If O FXeLa and ( (X, -4)
=0

then (CX,)
=

0, which
is impossible as I is nondegenerate



& a(ta) (which by definition is ((ta,ta)) is nonzero-
-

for alle 4(x(h) =xc+ah)V+H]
-

If we can find xeLa, Yeh-a
with [x,Y7= tq by

I d(a)
=0 then Sta. x)

=(tai) =0.
- un

=> act)X (d(e)Y
I
asa EH

In this case and to is hilpotent and semisimple so adtas=o
↓ =>0f ++2(4)=0

abx,adY,adta a contradiction

generate a solvable subalgebraofgett
so by Lie'sthin there

isa basis for 2 with

adx and addupper-8, and then

adta =xd(x,i) =(adx,ad) is speed.



⑦)Ifx 48 and xyla is nonzers than there is some

↑-a such that A-span ( X,Y,Ha] =>sen(A)

S via the obvious map xxi(80)

where is*(XaYal
YcH (92]

Hat(62)

Idefine II such that32(xa, ix) =caital and then
do some checking. 8

③ In setup of of the elementAc* (xa,in)

has Health) -*-a-
It is straightforward



we continueour setup:2 =A* *aet↳ La=(X)(h,x) =a()
&CH*10

Integrality propertiesof S
A maximal teral

I x eH* belongsto &if
patadimLa=Vxe6 (07x,0)

(b) If x -then $aub =S -x,x3
P. Leta et. LetSy=Aspan(Xa,c,

Ha =(xx,Ya7] =sz(x)
where 0 FxatLa, 0FYatL-c.

Letm
=0(c*H =HeLeL-2

+(possiblyother root spaces)
C butwe will prove thisis zero

(otc-and (e)

M is an S-module with weights are
0 and 2) since

seigenvalues ofHal

x(Ha) =c -x() =2) by previous props.
=>we musthave ce since all Slz-weights are integers.



Every irreducible sosubmodule ofM ofeven highest weight

contributes are dimension
to the space of

(which is justA) 8-eigenspace of Hat Sc

ButSaM is irreducible and

A =ker(d)+
8-weight space in Sa

un

supacts asterson this subspace, which hasdimly-
Since we already have La,L-a?

So itmusthold that

↳x =0 if C is an even integer with (7-2,0,2

Conclude thatact then 20+*. Hence we cannothave

x, xe4 so itatthem I *. This means that

Icannot occur as a weight forMEM
=H4Sa

=Keria)AHAXaAYa

so dimL


